THE NEAR PEACE EXPERIENCE THRESHOLD BY UNITED WORLD

THE SIGNALS

Internet of People.
Big data + human-centric focus + crowdsourcing.

Peace as a living concept.
New global values of “peace”

Planet Ambassadors.
Jobs in a near future to take care of the planet

UN BECOMES UW.
THE KEY FOR PEACEBUILDING

In this new world, the first big initiative back in the 2020’s was to redefine the role of United Nations. We saw on the word “nations” an implicit concept of division, so in order to design a new diplomacy, we needed to start redefining our biggest mission; a unified world where there is peace for all of us (considering what peace means for the different cultures). In this world, UN takes an amazing leap to demonstrate we all are part of the change; UN is now UW, United World.

NARRATIVE OF A HOPEFULL DAY

On the 24th of August 2050, Pax wakes up in her apartment. It’s 7:35am so she still has plenty of time to get ready for work. She’s been waking up intuively for the last couple of months. It’s a more natural 24-hour trend that takes up from different studies first developed in the second decade of the 2000’s. Her building has a green façade and each tenant takes care of a portion of it so she tends her green wall by checking both on the soil composition and environmental humidity; everything seems fine, so the keep-up today will be minimum.

It’s 7:38am now and she gets ready for work. She’s originally from the northeastern part of Earth and after graduating with honors as an Empathy Officer she landed a position in the UW northeastern hemisphere office which is next to the sea in a place that as far as she knows used to have people living in it for thousands of years before becoming part of a now extinct empire which in turn became another thousand of years later became part of another now extinct empire and that after a process of independence resulted in a specific kind of republic to her (not a Cultural or historic Office) all those changes seem quite absurd and hard to grasp on, but History where one of those subjects mandatory for UW Peace Diplomats.

She’s now taking an FFPT (short for Electric Personal Public Transport) and on her way to work, she’s greeted by the vehicle which informs her she will be just in time for her first scheduled hearing at 8:30am where they are going to discuss the main findings after 5 years of the first NFPE (Near Peace Experience) as an Empathy job will be to listen, comprehend and report on all the different experiences, this is something she has been professionally trained for so all her life, she’s pleased with the task and recognizes the importance of her job, still she’s having trouble remembering the last time she was displeased.

BACKCASTING. FUTURING PEACE BY UNITED WORLD

(D1) The peace data center, Deep Global Research Institute, for understanding the thinking of peace world wide, to define indicators to measure peace according to its constant evolution and real-time monitoring on near real or close rates, in order to achieve it.

(D2) UnitedWorld strives for peacebuilding and diplomacy. The new vision needs a new generation of diplomats, processes and technologies. The first step is a UW transformation to United World as an evolution sign.

(D3) Peacebuilding University, 2050 new diplomas from the university plus a new role to represent the Earth from a sustainable perspective in each negotiation table where UW has a vital peacebuilding process which includes an early deployment to make sure the agreement is also sustainable for the world.

(D4) The UW becomes a global employer and the world beyond diplomas, UW open the space for negotiations to help peacebuilding from the earth perspective (300k plus engineers, few partners of charity designers).

(D5) Peacebuilding, a new interactive capsule where technology makes solid economy and trust as the new peacebuilding diplomacy process. The emerging technologies are based on elements such as “ontological” and it is expected the “in-person to person” actions (including the “Earth representative”).